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distant objects within the range of vision of everybody
I knew already and was to get to know more intimately
Professor Armstrong Whenever I met him he always
seemed to me like one of the major prophets having a
day off I was already friends with Sir David Prain,
and like all who knew him, loved him, and with Sir
John Farmer, and liked him not only for his own sake,
but also because, as I know, he had been and was one
of the best friends my Professor ever had I had even
danced with a famous man of science, Sir Richard
Gregory, who is one of H G Wells's oldest friends and
is, so they tell me, known to all the learned world as the
Editor of Nature
I knew also and hold in deep affection that grand old
man of science, Sir Oliver Lodge, who is at home in both
worlds, the world of science and the world of art   In fact,
he seems to know all about the other world as well
Tall, of commanding presence, with the most beautiful
voice, his hearty love of life and the unfailing kindness
which he always showed me prevented me from ever
fearing to feel constraint in the presence of men of science
But now in Oxford and in London, I met other lumi-
naries of the scientific world and basked m the rays of
the clear light which they shed around them   The "dry
as  dust"   professor,  like so  many other standardised
characters, seemed to have no existence except upon the
stage and in museums    True to my part of Professor's
wife, I became a member of the Royal Institution of
London,  that home of modern magic in Albemarle
Street   I found to my delight that they practised there a
new kind of crystal gazing quite as exciting as the old,
and more productive    The old kind of crystal gazing
claimed to tell whether it would be a dark or a fair man
who would fall in love with you, or whether you would
be lucky in your investments, but the new scientific kind
of crystal gazing, as practised by Sir William Bragg at the
Royal Institution, aimed to reveal far bigger things,
and succeeded in doing it. It discovered the foundation
on which the universe is built    With what reluctance I

